
Maximiti Introduces Mediation to SMEs and
their Accountants
Mediation is gaining popularity as an
alternative dispute resolution method for
SMEs and their business advisers.

MANCHESTER, LANCASHIRE, UNITED
KINGDOM, November 29, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Disputes are an
irritating fact of business but all too often the parties cannot be bothered with tackling the
dispute and it is kicked into the long grass usually for fear of a costly legal case that will drag on
interminably so the "game is not worth the candle" .
Mediation is an alternative dispute resolution option that is fast, cost effective and enjoys a high

It's is almost as if it is one of
the best kept secrets of
business”

Rafael Katz

success rate. It is gaining in popularity and with the correct
support from their accountants, SMEs could use mediation
to their advantage, freeing up lost money and repairing
damaged business relationships to the benefit of both the
aggrieved parties.
"Currently mediation is not seen as a "go-to" option for
small business and we're trying to remedy this" says
Norman Younger of Maximiti, himself a trained mediator. 

"It's is almost as if it is one of the best kept secrets of business" , says his colleague and head of
mediation at Maximiti, Rafael Katz , "so we've created a series of short videos to bring it right to
the boardroom of small business".
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